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 Mockingbirds 

 They all look the same;
 we’ve said it many times.
 With their silly clothes
 even when it’s hot, 
 umbrellas in the rain. 

 Brauch  Mhor

Paris at Night - Elodie Rose Barnes3



The Invisible Man - by David Rudd-Mitchell 

 TFL
Due to extreme weather
Due to industrial action
Due to strike
Due to power failure
Due to low levels of  power in the over head cables
Due to signal failure
Due to snow
Due to extreme heat
Due to trespassers on the line
Due to adverse weather,
Due to engineering works
Due to delays with engineering works
Due to a fatality
Due to Modernisation of  the line
The next train is due at...
“ ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your acknowledgment of  my voice.
It is with deep regret that I stand before you, troubling you all for some small coin, asking you to consider parting with 
your insignificant small change, please do not see any penny as too small or insignificant to me, without your generosity 
I will have nothing, and please be assured that I don’t want you to fall prey to beggary, I will perform a poem. I was not 
always homeless, I served my country, I stood and tasted hell, I am a human and fell. Ask not what you can do for me, 
but what you can do without”.
This is called Twain Travel
‘Travel broadens the mind’
Said Twain;
 A thought that seemed astute,
 before the package holiday
Or rush hour commute.”
“I hope that brightened your journey a little ladies and gentlemen, my circumstances are not of  my
choosing and change will be greatly appreciated”
Chuuuur chur
Shhssssssssssssssssss
Chuuuur chur 
Shhsssssssssdssssds
Mind the gap,
Stand back from the platform,
The next train is not stopping
“Hi Bill, Bill,
“It’s Miles, listen, I have a meeting at nine but the trains are off ”
“A Fatality”
“At Uxbridge”
“Yeah, can you let Jen know?”
“I will get a bus then the tube”
“about ten”
“Tell Jen I will let her know”
“Thanks Bill, see you later”
“Fourth fatality this year”
“She was pregnant”
“Fifth then”
This is the final stop. Please take your belongings with you and thank for travelling with... 
Ladies and gentleman, A poem:
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A tourists time
will always cease,
As will their wishing
 ‘you were here’
Then time will clear
Each mantelpiece,
Of  every dusty souvenir.
... 
When using the stairs, please use the handrail.
Move away from the doors, move away from the doors.
Move further down the carriage
Let people leave the carriage before boarding
The doors are closing
Stand clear from the doors.
‘Ladies and gentlemen, I appreciate that it is cold this morning, please remember that it is colder on
the street at night. I know times have been hard for everyone, God bless you. Ladies and gentlemen one final rushed poem 
for the rushed hours.
Prepare, prepare for rush hour’s stride.
When rich white men and prams collide,
As with ungentlemanly burst,
They charge to reach the carriage first.
Prepare for platform’s rush-hour wait,
The penguin shuffle, tête-à-tête,
As mighty pay no heed to meek,
Twice daily every working week.
This fight for door, this fight to board
Past working dead and zombie horde,
Our privileged few, our countries spine,
It does explain our swift decline!’
Thank you for travelling today
We hope you have enjoyed your journey
We are sorry for the inconvenience.
Due to extreme weather
Due to industrial action
Due to strike
Due to power failure
Due to low levels of  power in the over head cables
Due to signal failure
Due to snow
Due to extreme heat
Due to trespassers on the line
Due to adverse weather,
Due to engineering works
Due to a fatality
Due to Modernisation of  the line
We thank you for traveling with us and look forward to seeing you again...  

This is a collection of  overheard announcements and conversations I noted over 24 journeys between October and November 2018. The voice of  
a homeless poet on the underground - our invisible man - was the one that resonated with me most, and I fleshed his character out.
In total, I saw him read 4 times that year and I have not seen him since. The last time I saw him he rushed off  a tube as the doors were closing 
and was hit in the process. Many people turned to see why he’d done it and it transpired he had noticed a man crying hysterically on a bench and 
run to ask if  he needed help. I felt he was an example to us all. 
I hope his absence from my morning train since then is due to good fortune and improved circumstance but if  I see him again, I will reward him 
handsomely for his verse.
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Go 
to Loch Ness, in maybe 2016 
on a very delayed train,
And you’d see me but not the 
me that ate strawberries at the 
start of  this poem,
A me that had no me left, just 
remunerations for same same 
thoughts
( and while someone lay on the 
tracks) 
Still,
 I  was in a world of  my own 
(but literally)

(original definition) happiness: 
me and my best friend eating 
strawberries,
 no, I’d say me and myself,
( for she is more myself  than 
me somehow, always happier, 
always more interesting, always 
more of  the sun in her smile)
living in a world that was so 
much  (but so much of  it was 
ours)
and returning home to that 
same song and the same arms 
longer than the threat of  the 
end.

End there if  you want. If  this 
poem is going to be short it 
has to be more precise and I 
have never been good at letting 
things 

Through endings that never 
ended and days that rose before 
other days, I’m probably sup-
posed to say that we are friends 
now, the unintended homogeny 
and that I 
am still whatever I am despite 
5-hydroxytryptamine 
But if  I overdose and drown in 
serotonin does that mean I’m 
dying of  happiness and how 
could it be that I’d then be 
juxtaposed with the man on the 
rails who stopped all the trains?

Beth Longman
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Filter On The Train

F aces have seen older, stranger faces than this,
 train windows too
which’ve learned a new habit of  smudging me out.
faces squished between the hardlines of  a hat 
and a collar. 
can you will face into a second state of  life?
let me tell you: the universe is a snake –
I saw this in a true dream – it sheds 
and it 
sheds
leaves behind its echo-brothers on the porches
of  its next-door neighbours.
a face cannot live like this.
I’m no universe of  cold-blood,
these frets will tune my surface into heaviness.
and so, where can I hide the utter names 
of  these trappings of  age?
and when will the answer be yes?
one sips into a murky cup
that reflects a sun or refracts a sun
and the warmth is a bystander to the tiredness it sheds

Katherine Stockton 

The Fall

Ten years erased. 
The person who fell forgotten. 
On the floor,
bloody, broken toothed,
I answered their questions grinning,
and I got every one wrong. 
That life did not exist. 
A possible future,  
vows given, blood shared, 
all gone for now. 
Except for her. 
Her name, her face, her voice.
The fall could not steal my love. 

Richard Waring

Too Late to Let, Now Left Alone

construction is a loon

breezeblocks steam
where thicket burnt out
to cordon the way
for a glass-cut wall

as a Faberge
the design lies without

even the moss
is bored in yellow

carolina silverbell
is overhung
to play the scene
between
the pickney and
the pekingese

beak-nosed boy
in baggy trousers 
passes and is humbled
by the rats that gather
to shoot the PEAS
amongst buried bricks

mausoleum
soundly sleeping

gives off  that drowsy sound

Fred Kelly 
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Forgotten Faces: Elizabeth Kemball

Anonymity

Anonymity smiles as she enters the room full of  laughter and babel. She compartmentalizes the misery that just had 
her crying on the bathroom floor and tucks it away in a box with “Pandora” written on the front. She joins in the 
chatter with a sweet smile and wide eyes.Anonymity is looking at a man ramble on about ideas that are backdated 
and short-sighted. Her face is soft but her eyes are hard and the man rambles away as he believes she is an ally - a 
quiet supporter. She knows in herself  that she disagrees with him but also knows to listen carefully to everything. 
She knows that the best arguments are always in the forgotten sentences and lost voices. That all it takes is to listen 
between the lines.

Anonymity is the forgotten person. It’s the body that stands in the corner of  the room, or finds her way outside away 
from the chaos. The forgotten person’s pain is unacknowledged which comes with its own kind of  loneliness. The 
kind of  loneliness that extends beyond being physical or emotional and broadens into a sub-class of  loneliness more 
in tune with screaming into an abandoned forest and forever asking whether it counts as noise if  no one heard it.

Anonymity moves in this world, always neither here nor there. She belongs to nothing and to no one. She fits into 
no mould. She knows that everything in this world is always naturally categorized and when you don’t belong in any, 
you don’t belong at all. But she read once that the ‘self ’ isn’t something that is found, it’s something that’s created. So 
she learnt to create. She created and moulded and decided for herself  what she was. She learnt that anonymity is not 
always a bad thing. Anonymity is the space behind closed doors where you learn to heal and to strengthen. It’s the 
independence that comes with reaching into your own soul and holding out an open hand. Anonymity is the ratio-
nalization of  ideas that support your own being - the ones that hold your spine up against the world as you believe 
in yourself  time and time again. Anonymity is the quiet in you alone knowing all that you’ve felt and all that you’ve 
battled. It’s the internal army that allows you to stand against the world strong, knowing more than anything that you 
know who you are.

Anonymity is a cure and a blessing. It’s lonely and painful and wonderful and bold. It’s become the backbone to a 
countless number of  people who have decided who they are, then further decided that if  the world isn’t going to 
offer them a place, then they are going to create it themselves. They knew they had what they needed. So they built 
the infrastructure, and constructed the ideas and one day woke up to a new world. 

Karmila Thomas
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itinerant

at once they branded me “the medium”  
i eloped  not wanting to 
assume such labels
not wanting them wielding their 
Bibles / Qurans / Vedas / Tripitakas

all that was left 
burrowing
 in roadside hovels 
learning to live without ever looking up 
waiting for ill portent 
to signal time   

the hunt for 
 something
  must resume

Paul Robert Mullen

Dual circulation theory

when the silence of  a distant gaze
and longing for a nameless face

flow into adjacent chambers
of  the shivering heart - 

unmet, unmixed, unresolved,
yet aware, by mutual thrum

and radiant heat, by the agitation
of  parallel paths - 

then the walls will harden,
cracks will form, and love

will pour away into colder spaces,
invisible to the dissector’s eye.

Phillip Berry 

disappear here 

address bar anonymity, 
friendly url facelessness, 
cyber-strangers in bit-torrent terror twilight,
keyboard camouflage,
hyperlinked hidden personas,
attachment aliases,
malware mates -
unsigned, unknown, unnamed, unidentified, unspecified, unloved, unreal, 
social networks of  self-reflecting vainglorious despair, 
photoshopped feelings
feigning without a care,
climbing everest with blow dried hair
in designer underwear - 
look at me
i was there, 
i’m always there 
or thereabouts

Luke Further 
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Welcome to the Masquerade 

In my early twenties, I created a job for myself  where I wore a mask every day. Sometimes the 
mask came in the form of  a fake name – I’ve had many over the years – in fact, this piece is pub-
lished under a pseudonym. I had always loved the concept of  a masquerade ball. As a little girl, 
there was something inherently romantic to me about the idea of  growing up and attending one 
of  these parties where I wouldn’t know the identities of  the men around me. It was exciting to 
think about the anonymity of  who might be my dance partner or the person locking eyes with me 
across the room or even the man kissing me goodnight. And as I got older and eventually began 
my career in virtual sex work, it intrigued me that I was the one who was anonymous.

It started shortly after I turned twenty, with a Model Mayhem account. In the beginning, it was 
just naked pictures. I’d find clients on craigslist and pretend to believe their lies about their legiti-
macy as photographers. Most of  them were lonely old men with cheap point-and-shoot cameras 
sitting on ragged armchairs while I posed naked on the dirty carpets of  their living rooms. The 
money was good so I convinced myself  it was worth it.
I had liked to think I was mastering the game, playing these men into coughing up more money 
with every request they made for more provocative poses.

“I don’t do that,” I’d say.

“How about for an extra $50?”

In retrospect, it’s clear that they had, in fact, been playing me and I was worth much more than 
they offered.

I shared a story with a friend about a client who invited me to his basement for a photoshoot in 
costumes he provided. The deal was $100 for an hour of  my time. At the end of  the hour, he 
told me about a friend of  his who liked having photos of  = this man, naked, with the women he 
photographed, also naked. I resisted and so he offered me an additional $100 for just 15 minutes 
more. So I posed next to this man, his rotund belly hovering just above my head, his flaccid penis 
inches from my face. He set the camera on a tripod and used a wireless remote to release the shut-
ter. He told me to lick his penis. I didn’t. He told me to get closer to it, so it would look like I was 
licking it in the photo. I did. Afterwards he drove me to an ATM to take out the additional money 
he had offered me,in what I now recognize to be an attempt to make me feel guilty for demand-
ing more. He paid me and drove me back to my car, chattering enthusiastically the entire way. As I 
was getting out of  his car he grabbed the air behind me, narrowly missing my ass. I looked back at 
him.

“Give me a smile,” he said. And something about his face, his sweaty brow, his belly flopping over 
his belt scared me, and so I smiled at him, lips pressed firmly together, fighting back the nausea.
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When I told my friend about it, he said, “That’s awful.” But a few hours later he joked with some-
one right in front of  me that if  they paid me enough, I would do anything.

The following week the man who took the photos sent me a message to my Model Mayhem 
account, addressing it to my fake name. He told me the camera had slipped and he wasn’t able to 
capture any of  our pictures together. In order to move on with my life, I decided to believe him.
After I graduated from college, I created a tumblr specifically for my nudes. I didn’t make any 
money off  these photos and took them all myself  with a camera on a tripod in my bedroom. I 
used another fake name, but this time it was just two nouns that felt sexy but also haunting when 
sewn together as a digital handle. None of  the pictures included my face.

Admirers would slide into my DMs and offer me money in exchange for my identity. When I said 
no, they’d offer me money in exchange for sexts. But this time it wasn’t about money. It was about 
feeling empowered and free.

“Then why don’t you show your face?” one man had asked.

I blocked him.

In my mid-twenties, retired from the nude photo game, I found myself  needing to make an extra 
$60 per week in order to reach my goal to move abroad. I was already working three jobs so I 
needed to find something that could be happening simultaneously.

“That doesn’t exist,” my mom told me.I think she just didn’t want me to reach my goal or didn’t 
want her baby girl to leave home. So I didn’t tell her when I discovered it.

It was very simple at first. I would post pictures of  my worn panties and men would message me, 
asking for rates. It was all very professional. Eventually I began receiving the dirtier messages, 
telling me exactly what my clients did with my panties upon reception. They’d ask me to respond 
with dirty talk of  my own and when I refused, they’d ask me, “How much?”

Quickly, my customers – mostly men but the occasional woman – began wanting to know more 
about me, more than just the two suggestive nouns sewn together to create my username. I began 
developing a backstory. I didn’t have a name, but I had an age and a location and a job and a 
course of  study. Men on the internet began to see me as more than the biological machine, churn-
ing out the vaginal discharge that made their purchases smell just the way they liked. Suddenly, 
they wanted to text me every morning and every night, wanted to know how my day was, if  I had 
a good day at work, if  I needed any help with my homework. They wanted to pay me up to $200 
a week to respond. It was as if  this was normal, as if  it was something we’ve done every day for 
years.
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I created a new persona. Her first name was an alias from my drunken New Year’s Eve on the 
Riverwalk in San Antonio. Her last name was borrowed from an actress I admired. Her age was 
three years younger than my driver’s license indicated. Her hometown was thousands of  miles 
away. She was a student, despite me having graduated from college more than a year
earlier. She was majoring in business. She worked part time at a library. This was the only partial 
truth, with short anecdotes adapted from my time volunteering at the local library while in high 
school.

This new persona created a show – she called it The Masquerade – during which she would strip 
and tease and make the money she needed to pay off  her student loans. She sold her dirty panties 
on Reddit, her dirty shoes on eBay and auctioned off  access to her exclusive adults only Snapchat. 
In all of  her sessions and photo sets and solo pornographic videos, she donned a masquerade 
mask. She developed a reputation. Men sought out her shows, wanted to see the woman in the 
mask, get to know her story, and each and every one of  them attempted to be the special client 
who could see the girl behind the mask. No one succeeded. And in the height of  her popularity, 
the prime of  her career, I retired her and her costumes to the back of  my closet.In my late twen-
ties, I quit sex work for good. Or for now. 

Spending nearly a decade behind a cloak of  anonymity was exciting and fruitful, but eventually 
became difficult to maintain, divisive in nature. It was hard to remember my truths. Or were they 
her truths? Out at lunch with my friends, my messages would flood my phone from men looking 
for her. I decided to go back to school myself  and so she had to take a backseat. Her suitors did 
not care for this. Their messages, which began as sweet and cajoling, quickly became angry and 
violent. 

There is no love lost. Perhaps all I’m missing now is the fat paycheck, and while I don’t regret a 
second of  my anonymous life as a sex worker, it feels pretty damn good to just be me. 

Mona Seyfried
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Anonymous Morals  

Faceless, impartial and objective. A message in a bottle washed up on the shore at my feet full of  secret 
sexualities, lustful truths. One can find honest help through bypassing superficiality and connecting to sub-
conscious gregariousness. Many blockages of  superficial ego are bypassed and a girl can ‘like’ her friend’s 
piece of  online artwork from afar with no exchange of  ego-licking on either side but an honest apprecia-
tion of  art. A true expression of  dirty guilt. No weights of  society, image or status.

100 anonymous people in a psychology study can be helped without exposing them to shame or personal 
subjective retinas. The psychologist themselves is trusted to an anonymous degree, not praised for status 
or looked down on in dislike. Love triangles, squares and hexagons seem a pretty simple equation when 
you aren’t a corner attached to two sides by emotion. From a bird’s eye view, the pattern is pretty clear; you 
aren’t lost in the maze of  only knowing what you know. Each shape in the pattern has no race, history or 
values connecting them to any time, country or history of  wrong doings. They are stand-alone hexagons 
and not thrown into any other shape of  prejudice or past misdoings or other common patterns. Indepen-
dent. 

Anonymous is best because the ego cannot in any way imprude. He cannot gain in social status from a 
deed that goes unverified by others. She cannot gain in impressing others with witty racism or other manip-
ulative climbing means. On the receiving side, it cannot get hurt in expressing that it watches lesbian porn, 
and equally it cannot get praise for egotistical statements of  moral high-ground. Standing alone without the 
cruel mother of  ego, their intentions are highlighted for what they are: distasteful. “I own a Ferrari” does 
not taste nice on an anonymous forum.

Perhaps the most anonymous concept of  all is the one we call ‘God.’ We don’t know anything about them. 
They passed a book down from we don’t know where. Created Mandelbrot and fibonacci equations by 
who knows what method and communicates in a very mysterious anonymity. It is hard and also easy to 
trust and warm to something so anonymous. All we know is that it knows more than us and yet doesn’t try 
to impress us with ego… maybe God does own a Ferrari, for all we know.

Marie Hill 
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Stranger

i often wonder
who is this man that keeps 
appearing
in my writing and what
does he want?

Alan Parry 

The Smile

She smiles
And my day begins
She knows nothing about me
Except my taste in weak coffee
Every morning is a chance not taken
I leave, now
That smile 
is for someone else

Daniel Page

Anonymous - Chante Young
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Someone Who Isn’t Amielle 

“Amielle has to live or I will die,” Amielle was my wife. Was. She had left, and I didn’t know why, or 
perhaps didn’t want to admit how I disappointed her. More than anything, I wanted another chance to 
prove myself. Everything hung upon her kidneys. 
“Amielle must be healthy now with the possibility of  becoming sick. She eventually needs to be sick for 
me to have a purpose. I must stay alive so I can give her a kidney.”
I looked across the picnic bench to see if  my friend was listening. She looked up. 
“That’s morbid.”
“This is the only way the situation makes any sense. I must give my kidney to Amielle,” I said with re-
solve. “Unfortunately, once I do so, I will no longer have a reason to live. So,” I continued, “logically, if  
Amielle is already sick, that means very soon she will receive my kidney and very soon I will no longer 
have reason to live. It helps me if  she remains healthy for a long time. Yet if  I know in advance that she 
will always be healthy and will never need my  
kidney, I have no reason to live. I must believe that she is healthy today and that she might someday get 
sick. I must keep two kidneys until that day for me to have a continued reason to live.”
“That’s a mouthful,” said my friend, turning the page of  a magazine. “And there’s nothing wrong with 
her kidneys.”
“You see, I must believe in two things at the same time: the accuracy of  my beliefs today and the in-
completeness of  my knowledge about the future. There is no justification for me to be alive right now, 
but I may have opportunity to prove myself  in the future.”
“I heard you the first time,” my friend said.
“It is, in fact, to my advantage if  Amielle is very slowly wrecking her kidneys and ultimately outlives 
me, for then I have a reason to stay alive, yet I will never actually have to go through with the dona-
tion which means I will never find myself  with one kidney in a state of  post-usefulness to her. If  I die 
before she needs my kidney, I will be vindicated if  she eventually dies in her old age of  another cause 
anyway. Because, in that case, I lived in case I was needed, and it so happens that it turns out I was not 
needed, but I never had occasion to know that.” I paused dramatically. “The wreckage and rectitude.”
“Interesting.” 
My friend sucked down a tapioca ball through the extra wide, bright orange straw and stirred her bub-
ble tea.
“But here’s a problem: What if  Amielle gets sick right now with some unforeseen ailment with which I 
cannot help? Or what if  I get sick, and both my kidneys go bad first? In these cases, I have no reason 
to live, because I can’t help her. I’m not exactly young myself.” I was thirty-four though Amielle and I 
had been married only a year when she left.
“This spring chicken has sprung.”
“An idea,” she said. “What if  you gave your kidney to someone else?”
“What do you mean?”
“Someone other than Amielle. If  you stopped thinking about her and had different thoughts.”
“Who would I give my kidney to? I don’t know anyone who needs one.”
“Someone always needs a kidney.”
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We sat. The summer breeze caught the wrapper of  her plastic straw, fluttering it in a barely perceptible 
way.
“You could let the doctors pick. You wouldn’t have to know the person. Ever.”
I looked at her. I did not yet understand the implications for my argument. 
“If  I give my kidney to a stranger,” I said slowly, “then I only have one kidney.” 
“Right.” 
“So then I can’t be helpful to Amielle.” 
“Correct. But Amielle doesn’t need your kidney anyway.” 
“So what is my purpose in life, if  I can’t help Amielle?” 
“You can be helpful to someone else.” 
“To someone who isn’t Amielle.”
“Right.” 
“So, I would have a purpose—“ 
“—outside Amielle,” my friend finished my statement. “Which makes more sense than praying that 
Amielle stays alive and healthy so that she can  
eventually someday be sick but not so sick that you actually have to help her because once you help her 
with your only donatable kidney you will no longer have any future opportunity to help her and will 
have to terminate yourself.”
“Hey, you were really listening,” I said.
“I always do.”
“But I wasn’t praying for anything in particular to happen to Amielle’s kidneys. I was just thinking.”
“You know what I mean. And you were praying.”
“I don’t know if  your solution makes me any happier.”
She tilted her head. “But it would certainly make you sound less creepy, don’t you think?”
“I guess. Do you think I sound creepy?”
She tilted her head upright again and said nothing.
“Do you think that’s why Amielle left me?”
She shrugged. “What do you think?”
I thought about donating a kidney to a stranger. What would the difference be, I thought, if  rather than 
giving imaginary help to a person with a known name, I gave known help to a person with an imaginary 
name? The straw wrapper blew away. There were two remaining tapioca balls in my friend’s glass.
I pointed. “Will you give me one?”
“Yes,” she said, “because you asked.” She swiveled the big orange straw to the side of  the glass closest 
to me. “Serve yourself.”

Tucker Lieberman
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This is a selfie of  me, still 
   buffering –

corona of  me loading.

I quicken
like the precision pass
of  a baton,

the talking stick
around a healing circle.

My halo is spiked
like Liberty’s
nimbus. 

I’m the honeybee’s round dance.
I show you where the clover is.

Laurie Koensgen

Incognito

When I died, you came
to the cemetery.
Tourist in our culture, 
picking at the vultures,
secure in your degree 
of  traceable anonymity.
Dissing my natural 
rhythm of  alerts,
face to face with no-face, 
face the grotesque,
12 point Roman 
womb to tomb observation,
social actors undergoing 
constant transformation.
Weary walking miles 
in virtual reality,
my I channel discoveries 
lost in technology,
instant inner peace, 
  information overload.
my bright side of  the street 
is your dark side of  your road.

Ian Richardson 

Keystrokes

Pixelated perfection, pixie hair. 
Desire digitised, virescent eyes, 
The webcam’s gaze a soulless stare. 
 
It isn’t cheating if  she isn’t there, 
All night, he pines, she types lines,
Pixelated perfection, pixie hair. 
 
A perverter of  words with expert flair, 
His reply, black text, screen white,
The webcam’s gaze a soulless stare.  
 
Her innocence ensnared, 
Teenage pride objectified, 
Pixelated perfection, pixie hair.  
 
The camera obscures yet overshares, 
Eyes shut tight to hide behind 
The webcam’s gaze a soulless stare 
 
Analogue emotions, digital affair. 
Real life lover cast aside,  
Pixelated perfection, pixie hair, 
The webcams gaze a soulless stare.

Chloe Gorman
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Burner Phone

From a vending machine in Vienna, I buy
a phone; cheaper than a haircut. I tell no one.

I abandon my plans for cafes, palaces, and
museums to find a shop selling SIM cards.

"Talktime von ten euro,” says a man, I think
is a boy. I offer fifty. He unboxes the phone. Laughs.

No internet, no warranty, no paper trail. I can
be anyone with this phone. But I choose to be,

the bearer of  bitter truths. I call myself  Sisi
after the empress on brochures and souvenirs.

I type words, letters squelching on keyboard.
Hate fills my two inch screen. Hate travels,

across oceans, devours borders, decrying
bad breaths, dull husbands, moronic offspring.

Unvoiced words set free join forces, kill my
wanderlust, march me to my red walled hotel

with a golden Klimt wallpaper above the bed
they chain me to. From here, mothers learn of

messy games their sons play in the name of
love, fathers of  stolen insurance returns.

My other phone vibrates, lights up jealous,
for never in its tenure has it been so ignored.

It shows messages, begging me to guess who
wrote my words. I laugh at the unboxed me,

much like the boy laughed and wonder, what
Hate would say if  it descended on my phone.

Ranjabali Chaudhu

the fear

i
am more
powerful
than 51
percent
of  you

this is
an important fact

this is important

  fact.

Dan Hughes 
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The Duke

I have worn masks,
courted lovers,

without showing faces.
I have serenaded figures of  beauty

under citadels of  stars,
pursued the flash of  gown.

You drift through rooms,
where skulls converse

and bodies feast.
The quartet plays on.

I followed your masked eyes,
your single breath,

ascending winding stairs,
to gallery of  blue moonlight,

with portraits of  the noble dead
in shades of  gloom. I came to your

dark tower - the place of  falling.
I lean over battlements, hang in your dark.

Matthew M C Smith

Chi Ilochi Photographed by Timothy Hughes 
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Endlessely, She Said  

I met her the second time I stepped out of  the bubble. I could have seen her the first time I walked out, for she 
had always been there, only I didn’t. 
People call me Kermit, which is hermit with a ‘k’, I told her. I’m neither a puppet, nor a frog, only happy and 
introverted.  
I’m Ana with one ‘n’, she said, explaining she had tried many meds already, yet only one worked for her. I asked 
her who she had been before. She had been nobody yet I thought she’d been an Anna properly spelled.  
I’m tolerably well now, she moved on, I don’t only see black, I see more colors from time to time. I shrugged. 
I had never seen black before but I’ve heard of  the color and wasn’t sad I couldn’t see it. That’s because you’re 
never sad, she said and I shrugged again, for she was right. 
It was Anafranil that saved her. She never told me the name of  the medicine and that’s a wild guess of  no real 
importance. Names and places and facts have always been spoiling the party, making it all so concrete and pre-
cise, that all “magic” vanishes, she claimed. 
I nodded, because I liked miracles, and facts admittedly spoil that sense of  wonder. They confirm miracles but 
make them so rare, they can be remembered by a name.
The more I looked at her, the more relieved I felt I found her. The world seemed less frightening, more com-
forting, as long as she was there. It even seemed real. I have all those positive epiphanies, I told her, when the 
world
unfolds in all its glory and bursts of  happiness appear out of  the blue, like a hidden truth unveils, promising 
eternal joy. I’m the opposite, she said, my epiphanies only come with sorrow. 
Name one, I dare her. It doesn’t work like that, she claimed but changed her mind. Each day, I’m diving deeper 
into oblivion, she told me. And tomorrow, one more person will forget all about me. She moved on, without 
even looking at me, as if  she had already forgotten me, or she pretended she had to make her point.

Your bubble is but an illusion, she said and I got angry at first, since no one had dared to doubt my bubble 
before. It didn’t take me much time to forgive her, for she had only seen black, I thought; I should have expect-
ed it’d be hard for her. And I didn’t want to lose her, for it’s hard to find people who speak the same language at 
heart. 
Illusions are only canceled sensory perceptions, which have never been verified as true, I said. 
She reluctantly stepped inside and tried to make herself  comfortable, but we soon realized there wasn’t enough 
room for two. I crawled aside to make room and stood silent, reading my book, a literary masterpiece, they 
said, about the art of  happiness and she noticed the title and broke the silence. ‘Blind Man’s Bluff ’ she read on 
the cover, which sounded ironic at the time. She went back outside, staring at me and waved goodbye, and I 
thought I heard her shout she’d wait for me. Endlessly, she said. 

She disappeared. Somehow I  still feel her presence close to me. I know your mind, she says, because she knows 
me well and speaks my language and it’s like she has penetrated the bubble. I know you’re mine, she shouts and 
I can’t even close my ears and ignore her. I know you’ll find me, she says, from time to time, when the comfort 
of  the bubble overwhelms me and the silence sounds deafening. 

Mileva Anastasiadau
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brain fog 

on this mountainside, as the fog 
slip slides down to the sea 

wide  vistas   open    out,     

momentarily, 
then close right up. 

droplets of  mist 
wet kisses on my face, 

I need to lie face down on the bed. 

try to remember
what I’m doing here, in this unfamiliar land,

give me a point of  reference or co-ordinate
that will tell me what
   lies beneath. 
    underneath

so much white,    watch it creep 

slowly inwards then out again. 
have I deviated?

strayed away from the ploughed 
furrows of  my brain. it is all shrouded here,

       on this ridge top.
the air tastes new to me,

     I’m dying     to 
    fit in,
shed this skin: 
 a gorilla suit
  false set of  wings.     

Eliot North
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Met Gala Blue

They’ve given me a red dress and I’m told that it fits. 
The designer breaks a sweat as he cinches my waist 
Complaining as he brands my rib cage with lay lines,
I can feel my feet blooming bright lavender and lilac. 
The rain hasn’t let up all day. 
The designer breaks a sweat as he cinches my waist 
He tells me to smile and pretend the pain is not real,
I can feel my feet blooming bright lavender and lilac. 
The world outside the window takes no notice of  the storm,
The rain hasn’t let up all day.
The designer says don’t worry, the rain won’t touch a girl like you.
He tells me to smile and pretend the pain is not real. =
Tonight I’m his canvas and I must enjoy it,
The world outside the window takes no notice of  the storm. 
I stare through it like God and the makeup artist stare through me,
The designer says don’t worry, the rain won’t touch a girl like you. 
The driver holds the umbrella, designer my arm.
Tonight I’m his canvas and I must enjoy it.
My bodice stays arid, my acrylic nails know nothing of  the rain and
I stare through it like God and the makeup artist stare through me.
They’ve given me a red dress and I’m that told it fits. 

Cat Wright 
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Passing By

another birthday
each passing hour I become
more anonymous

Patricia Hawkhead

The Passing of  Her Memories

He still visited her as much as he could
his own health, declined with age,
walking had become difficult
meant he couldn’t get there every day anymore.

She had lost all memories of  her past,
the events of  their long time together
names and faces smudged of  meaning; 
he alone now carried them.

Her own name even forgotten -
 she required help to do most tasks,
he had done his best for as long as possible
but he couldn’t continue that assistance.

To as many carers and nurse that would listen, 
he would tell the anecdotes of  their history 
in the hope that, in knowing her stories,
they’d see her in the golden light that he did.

Rob McKinnon

 whatsisname

the silver cloud
the mortuary trolley comes 
and goes
i’ll miss old
whatsisname 

Jim Young
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